
One player thinks of an
animal and the other
player guesses what
that animal is. The
player that guesses
correctly with the
fewest hints wins.

Guess the Animal

How to Make the Most of Virtual
Visits: Games and Activities to

Play During Quarantine from CASA

Pick any letter or start
with “A” and the first
person to type in the
Zoom Chat a person,
place, animal and thing
with that letter gets a
point. If you are not
using Zoom, say the
word out loud instead.
Decide ahead how
many points are
needed to win this
game.

Name, Place, Animal, or Thing

Access Zoom Whiteboard
1) Click Share Screen on
Zoom
2) Click Whiteboard
3) Click Share
4) Show and hide annotation
tools by pressing the
Whiteboard option
5) Create new pages by
using page controls in the
bottom-right corner
6) When you are done, click
Stop Share

Pictionary
Either use a large
piece of paper you
can prop up for the
camera or use the
Zoom Whiteboard
feature.  For this
game, one player
draws a picture and
the other player
guesses what it is.

I Spy
One player picks an object in
the background of their
screen area. Then the other
player tries to guess what
object they picked by asking
questions to figure it out.

Taboo and Uno
Go to playtaboo.com to
play Taboo a game where
players describe the top
word without using any of
the words below it or go
to play.unofreak.com to
play Uno, a simple card
game. *If you prefer,
contact your CASA
supervisor about getting
the actual games.

Once Upon a Time
One player starts the game by
saying the phrase "once upon
a time". After that, players
take turns adding one
sentence at a time to tell a
fairytale story.



Charades
The player chooses a
book title, famous person,
character, movie, or song.
Then the player acts out
the item they picked
without using words. The
person who correctly
identifies with the least
amount of guesses wins

Word Man!
Each player takes a turn
guessing a letter to try to
figure out what a word or
phrase is. With each incorrect
guess, a part of the person's
body is drawn: head, body,
arms, and then legs. Players
need to guess the word before
the whole person is drawn. To
do this on Zoom, use the
whiteboard tools. Or each
player can hold up paper for
the other player to see.

One player thinks of
an animal and
makes the sound
that the animal
makes. The other
player guesses what
animal makes that
sound.

Guess the Sound
Play a song and have
both players dance, the
sillier the better! But,
when one player pauses
the music both players
must freeze and stop
dancing till the music
starts again.

Freeze Dance

Make a paper airplane
and practice throwing
it. For directions on
how to fold paper
airplanes, go to
www.foldnfly.com

Paper Airplane

Using the Whiteboard
feature on Zoom, play
tic-tac-toe. Alternate
who is "X" and who is "O".

Tic-Tac-Toe

One player gives orders in the
format of "Simon says.."
followed by actions such as
"touch your nose" or "clap
twice". Be careful! If the
statement does not start with
"Simon says" then the other
player does not do it.

Simon Says

Fold a paper fortune teller, to
make predictions about the
future. For directions, go to
https://www.instructables.co
m/How-to-Make-Paper-
Fortune-Tellers/

Fortune Teller

The first person start the
game by saying "I'm going on
a picnic and I'm taking..."
followed by a word beginning
with the letter "A". The
second person repeats the
intro, the word starting with
"A" and adds a word
beginning with "B". The game
continues until a player
forgets the previous words.

I'm Going on a Picnic


